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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Efforts are being made to reduce the size and
packaging of atomic sensors, including atomic clocks.
One way to accomplish this is to reduce the size of the
physics package for the atomic sensor. One example of
a physics package is a glass block that is machined and
sealed to maintain an ultra-high vacuum. The glass block
includes a plurality of faces on its exterior and a plurality
of angled borings that serve as light paths for the physics
package. Mirrors and windows are fixedly attached over
the exterior openings of the light path bores to seal the
physics package. A cavity evacuation structure is at-
tached to provide means for initial vacuum evacuation of
the physics package. A sample container is attached to
hold the atomic sample used as the frequency reference
for the atomic sensor. Atomic sensors which operate by
trapping and cooling atoms from a background vapor into
a magneto optical trap (MOT) or optical molasses can
be sensitive to the size of the optical beams. For example,
the signal to noise ratio in such systems scales as the
square of the beam size.
[0002] EP2154585A2 discloses a physics package for
an atomic clock comprising a block made of optical glass,
a glass ceramic material or another suitable material that
includes a plurality of faces on its exterior and a plurality
of angled borings that serve as a vacuum chamber cavity,
light paths and measurement bores; mirrors attached us-
ing vacuum tight seals at certain locations where light
paths intersect; optically clear windows attached over
openings of the measurement bores and one location
where light paths intersect; and fill tubes attached to the
exterior of the block.
Sebber-Stradley et al, in "Cold Atom Micro Primary
Standard (CAMPS)", 43rd Annual Precise Time and
Time Interval Systems Meeting, 17 November 2011, dis-
cusses a physics package consisting of an ultra-high vac-
uum evacuated glass block. Bores are drilled in the glass
for beam paths, and sealed with optics or other functional
components. optics include windows and mirrors at-
tached to the block. United States Patent 4,817,112 dis-
closes a ring laser angular rate sensor constructed from
a solid glass block, with lasing paths machined therein
and mirrors joined to the block with a frit seal.

SUMMARY

[0003] A first aspect of the present invention defines a
block for a physics package of an atomic sensor accord-
ing to claim 1. A second aspect of the present invention
defines the method of forming said block in accordance
with claim 10.
[0004] Preferred embodiments of the present invention
are defined in the appended claims.

DRAWINGS

[0005] Understanding that the drawings depict only ex-
emplary embodiments and are not therefore to be con-
sidered limiting in scope, the exemplary embodiments
will be described with additional specificity and detail
through the use of the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an example atomic
sensor apparatus.

Figure 2 is a see-through view of the physics pack-
age for the atomic sensor apparatus shown in Figure
1.

Figures 3A and 3B are a flow chart of an example
method of forming a monolithic block of glass into
the physics package or a section of the physics pack-
age shown in Figure 2.

[0006] In accordance with common practice, the vari-
ous described features are not drawn to scale but are
drawn to emphasize specific features relevant to the ex-
emplary embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] In the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part
hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration spe-
cific illustrative embodiments. However, it is to be under-
stood that other embodiments may be utilized and that
logical, mechanical, and electrical changes may be
made. Furthermore, the method presented in the drawing
figures and the specification is not to be construed as
limiting the order in which the individual steps may be
performed. The following detailed description is, there-
fore, not to be taken in a limiting sense.
[0008] As the size of the glass block described above
is further reduced, however, the glass can become too
fragile resulting in breakage, fractures, and/or chips when
machining the bores in the glass block. For sensors using
laser cooled atoms from a vapor, this issue is compound-
ed by the desire to make the bore sizes as large as pos-
sible to accommodate large optical beams. The subject
matter described herein can address these issues by pro-
viding a glass block physics package having less bored
volume than previous comparatively sized glass block
physics packages. This helps improve the strength of the
glass block while allowing for large optical beams, ena-
bling the glass block to be further reduced in size while
achieving a desired signal-to-noise ratio of the atomic
sensor.
[0009] Figure 1 is a perspective view of an example
atomic sensor apparatus 100. The sensor apparatus 100
includes an atomic sensor, such as an accelerometer or
atomic clock, including a physics package 110. The phys-
ics package 110 defines a vacuum sealed chamber 120
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that holds alkali metal source for atoms such as rubidium
(e.g., Rb-87) or cesium in a passive vacuum with or with-
out gettering agents. The vacuum sealed chamber 120
can be any shape as desired such as cylindrical as shown
in Figures 1 and 2 or other shapes such as shapes that
utilize more of the interior volume of the physic package
110. Depending on the design of the sensor 100, a plu-
rality of light paths can be provided that intersect within
the vacuum sealed chamber 120. The physics package
110 includes one or more transmissive portions 140 to
allow light beams to enter and exit the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 and one or more reflective surfaces 150
(e.g., mirrors) to steer the light beams along the desired
light paths. One or more beams of light 160 from one or
more laser light sources 170 enters the physic package
110 through a corresponding transmissive portion 140
and is directed through the physics package 110 along
at least some of the light paths by the reflective surfaces
150. More detail regarding the physics package 110 is
shown in Figure 2.
[0010] The atomic sensor 100 can also include a micro-
optical bench 190 that includes the laser light source(s)
170, such as a semiconductor laser such as a vertical
cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL), a distributed feed-
back laser or an edge emitting laser. The micro-optical
bench 190 can also include a micro-fabricated vapor cell
192 containing an alkali metal such as rubidium (e.g.,
Rb-87) or cesium to provide absolute frequency stabili-
zation of the laser 170 to an appropriate atomic transition,
and a beam splitter 194 for distributing the beam of light
160 to the vapor cell 192 and the physics package 110.
The atomic sensor 100 also includes a plurality of mag-
netic field coils 180 (two are shown in the example of
Figure 1), such as Helmholtz and anti-Helmholtz coils,
for generating magnetic fields used for operation of the
atomic sensor 100. The atomic sensor 100 also includes
control electronics 210. The vapor cell 192 containing an
alkali metal is used to frequency stabilize the beam of
light 160 from the single laser light source 170 to a pre-
determined atomic transition of the alkali metal.
[0011] Embodiments of the atomic sensor 100 can also
include a local oscillator, an antenna, and a photo-detec-
tor. In embodiments where the atomic sensor 100 is a
microwave atomic clock, a microwave crystal oscillator
can be used to generate a microwave signal at the clock
atomic transition of the alkali metal. The antenna or sim-
ilar structure (e.g., a waveguide) is used to deliver the
microwave signal from the local oscillator to perform
spectroscopy on the alkali metal atoms of the physics
package 110. Photo-detectors are used for detecting the
fluorescence of the alkali metal atom after the spectros-
copy. This spectroscopy signal can be used to provide
long term frequency stability to the microwave crystal os-
cillator.
[0012] Figure 2 is a see-through view of the physics
package 110. The physics package 110 can be com-
posed of one or more monolithic sections of an optically
transparent material. Suitable materials for a monolithic

section of optically transparent material include, for ex-
ample, glass, such as glass-ceramic (e.g., MACOR®) or
an optical glass (e.g., BK-7 or Zerodur®), or other trans-
parent material such as sapphire. In general, a monolithic
section of optically transparent material should have the
following properties, be vacuum tight, non-permeable to
hydrogen or helium, non-reactive with the material to be
introduced into the vacuum sealed chamber 120, and be
low loss at the wavelength of interest. Other properties
include low permeability to inert gases (such as Argon),
compatibility with frit bonding, and being suitable for bak-
ing at temperatures around or over 200 degrees Celsius.
In examples where multiple monolithic sections of opti-
cally transparent material are used, each section can be
of the same or different composition than other sections.
[0013] As mentioned above, the physics package 110
defines a vacuum sealed chamber 120 and a plurality of
light paths intersect the vacuum sealed chamber 120.
For example, a single monolithic section of optically
transparent material can define the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 and one or more of the light paths. In an
example, all the light paths and the vacuum sealed cham-
ber 120 can be defined by the single monolithic block of
optically transparent material. In another example, mul-
tiple monolithic sections of optically transparent material
can be fritted together to form the vacuum sealed cham-
ber 120 and the light paths. In any case, the one or more
monolithic sections of optically transparent material de-
fine the vacuum sealed chamber 120 and the plurality of
light paths.
[0014] The plurality of light paths include optical light-
wave paths 202 and measurement light paths 204. The
optical lightwave paths 202 are defined by the plurality
of transmissive surfaces 140 and the reflective surfaces
150 of the physics package 110. That is, the path of the
light used for the optical portion of the magnetooptical-
trap is controlled by the transmissive surface 140 and
the reflective surface 150 of the physics package 110.
As used herein, a light path comprises a generally straight
path traversed by a beam of light. For example, a first
light path 202-1 is a path traversed by the optical trap
beam of light 160 through a first transmissive portion
140-1, through a portion of the physics package 110, and
to a first reflective surface 150-1.
[0015] The arrangement of the transmissive surface
140 and the reflective surfaces 150 directs the beam of
light 160 from the laser light source(s) 170 through the
physics package 110 to create optical beams that cross
at 90 degree angles relative to one another in the vacuum
sealed chamber 120. For example, the beam of light 160
propagating along the first light path 202-1 can enter the
physics package 110 by transmitting through the trans-
missive portion 140-1 of a monolithic section of optically
transparent material making up the physics package 110.
After transmitting through the transmissive portion 140-1,
the beam of light 160 can propagate through the vacuum
sealed chamber 120 and to the first reflective surface
150-1. Upon reaching the first reflective surface 150-1,
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the beam of light 160 is reflected to the second light path
202-2. In this manner the transmissive portion(s) 140 and
reflective surface(s) 150 can define the light paths of the
physics package 110.
[0016] The light paths 202, 204 can transmit through
the optically transparent material of the physics package
110 as well as through free space (e.g., within the vacuum
sealed chamber 120). For example, the first light path
202-1, as mentioned above, can transmit through the first
transmissive portion 140-1 of the physic package 110 to
the vacuum sealed chamber 120. Similarly, the fluores-
cence light from the atoms 206 can propagate along the
first measurement light path 204-1 and transmit through
the second transmissive portion 140-2 to an external de-
tector. Fluorescence light on the second measurement
light path 204-2 can also transmit through the third trans-
missive portion 140-3. In order to allow light to propagate
therethrough, the transmissive portion(s) 140 can com-
prise optically transparent glass. In some examples, the
physics package 110 can be constructed with many or
very large transmissive portions such that the measure-
ment light path(s) 204 can be selected after construction
of the physics package 110. Selecting the measurement
light paths 204 after construction can result a better signal
to noise ratio due to selection of measurement light paths
based on operation of the atomic sensor after construc-
tion.
[0017] In order to provide structural integrity to the
physics package 110, one or more of the transmissive
portions 140 can be an integrated part of a monolithic
section of optically transparent material forming the phys-
ics package 110. For example, the first transmissive por-
tion 140-1 can be a portion of a monolithic section of
optically transparent material that also defines at least a
portion of the vacuum sealed chamber 120. That is, this
example monolithic section of optically transparent ma-
terial can include an optically transparent portion dis-
posed across the first light path 202-1 that functions as
a transmissive portion 140 transmitting light into and out
of the vacuum sealed chamber 120. Light on the first light
path 202-1 can be incident on the optically transparent
portion of this example monolithic section of optically
transparent material and can transmit therethrough into
and out of the physics package 110. The transmissive
portion 140 can include the volume of optically transpar-
ent material from the exterior of the physics package 110
to the vacuum sealed chamber 120 along the first light
path 202-1. Thus, in this example, the first transmissive
portion 140-1 makes up the thickness of the physics
package 110 from the exterior to the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 along the first light path 202-1. In another
example, the first transmissive portion 140-1 can be thin-
ner and a bore or similar cavity along the first light path
202-1 can connect the light path from first transmissive
portion 140-1 to the vacuum sealed chamber 120. This
monolithic section of optically transparent material also
defines at least a portion of the vacuum sealed chamber
120. In an example, this monolithic section of optically

transparent material can define the entire vacuum sealed
chamber 120 and can make up most or all of the physics
package 110.
[0018] To provide for a transmissive portion 140 in a
monolithic section of optically transparent material that
also defines at least a portion of the vacuum sealed
chamber 120, the surfaces of the optically transparent
material at the location of the transmissive portion 140
along the light path 202 are made optically transparent
such that light can easily transmit from one side through
the transmissive portion 140 and out the other side. In
an example, an anti-reflective coating can be placed over
the exterior and/or interior surfaces of the transmissive
portion 140.
[0019] Similar to the transmissive portion(s) 140, one
or more of the reflective surfaces 150 can be an integral
part of a monolithic section of optically transparent ma-
terial that also defines at least a portion of the vacuum
sealed chamber 120. For example, a monolithic section
of optically transparent material can include a surface
that is disposed across the second light path 202-2. Light
in the second light path 202-2 is incident on this surface
(e.g., an interior surface of the physics package 110).
This surface can be coated with a reflective coating such
that the surface acts as the first reflective surface 150-1.
As the first reflective surface 150-1, defines the intersec-
tion between the first light path 202-1 and the second
light path 202-2. In an example, the first reflective surface
150-1 is disposed at or near a main portion of the vacuum
sealed chamber 120 defined in the physics package 110.
In another example, a first and second bores or similar
cavities are present along the first and second light paths
202-1, 202-2 that extend from the vacuum sealed cham-
ber 120 into the physics package 110 and end at the first
reflective surface 150-1. Here the first reflective surface
150-1 is set back from the main portion of the vacuum
sealed chamber 120. One of, or both the first and second
bores can be present in the monolithic section of optically
transparent material that has the first reflective surface
150-1. This monolithic section of optically transparent
material having the first reflective surface 150-1 can also
define at least a portion of the vacuum sealed chamber
120. In an example, this monolithic section of optically
transparent material can define the entire vacuum sealed
chamber 120 and can make up most or all of the physics
package 110. In an example, one or more of the reflective
surfaces 150 can be disposed on an exterior of the phys-
ics package 110 such that the light in a light path transmits
through a transmissive portion 140 of a section of opti-
cally transparent material, is incident on the reflective
surface 150 and reflects back through the transmissive
portion 140 of the optically transparent material.
[0020] To provide for a first reflective surface 150-1 in
a monolithic section of optically transparent material that
also defines at least a portion of the vacuum sealed
chamber 120, the surface at the intersection of the first
and second light paths 202-1, 202-2 is made smooth and
is coated with a reflective coating. In an example, the
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reflective coating can include a single or multilayer metal
or dielectric stack coating. The reflective surfaces 150
can be planar or curved to slightly focus a beam of light
as necessary. The other reflective surfaces 150 can be
integral to a monolithic section of optically transparent
material in a similar manner.
[0021] In an example, the physics package 110 can be
composed entirely of a single monolithic block of optically
transparent material. In this example, all the transmissive
portions 140 and the reflective surfaces 150 are defined
in the single monolithic block of optically transparent ma-
terial as well as the vacuum sealed chamber 120 and
any bores along the light paths. The vacuum sealed
chamber 120 can be a central bore through the single
monolithic block of optically transparent material.
[0022] In another example, the physics package 110
is primarily composed of a monolithic block of optically
transparent material, such that the vacuum sealed cham-
ber 120 is entirely defined by a monolithic block of opti-
cally transparent material. Here again, the vacuum
sealed chamber 120 can be a central bore through the
monolithic block of optically transparent material, and this
monolithic block of optically transparent material can also
define one or more of the transmissive portions 140
and/or one or more of the reflective surfaces 150 along
one or more light paths 202. In some examples, the mon-
olithic block of optically transparent material can also de-
fine a bore that extends along one or more of the light
paths 202 and defines an exterior opening over which a
separate piece such as a window or mirror can be fixedly
attached. The window or mirror can be fritted to the single
monolithic block of optically transparent material to form
an air tight seal. In an example, a bore for an optical
lightwave path 202 can extend from an exterior opening
on one side of the single monolithic block of optically
transparent material to the vacuum sealed chamber 120
and partially into the other side of the single monolithic
block of optically transparent material. At the end of the
bore in the other side of the single monolithic block of
optically transparent material, a transmissive portion 140
or a reflective surface 150 can be formed. Opposite this
surface is the exterior opening of the bore. Extending the
bore from one side through the single monolithic block
of optically transparent material in this manner can ena-
ble easier machining of the internal surfaces at the end
of the bores for formation of the transmissive portion 140
or reflective surface 150. In this manner, the single mon-
olithic block of optically transparent material can define
one or more integral transmissive portions 140 and/or
reflective surfaces 150 and can also have one or more
windows and/or reflective surfaces attached over exterior
openings therein.
[0023] In the present invention the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 is formed by fixedly attaching together (i.e.
by fritting) multiple monolithic sections of optically trans-
parent material. The vacuum sealed chamber 120 is
formed by fritting together two, three, four or more mon-
olithic sections of optically transparent material. Each of

these multiple monolithic sections of optically transparent
material can define a portion of the vacuum sealed cham-
ber 120 such that when fritted together the entire vacuum
sealed chamber 120 is formed having an exterior opening
on each end of the physics package 110. Along with de-
fining a portion of the vacuum sealed chamber 120, one
or more of these monolithic sections of optically trans-
parent material can also define an integral transmissive
portion 140 and/or reflective surface 150. A portion of the
respective monolithic section of optically transparent ma-
terial can include the transmissive portion 140 and/or re-
flective surface 150 as described above with respect to
Figure 2. One or more of these monolithic sections of
optically transparent material can also define a bore
along a light path having an exterior opening and a win-
dow or mirror can be fixedly attached over the exterior
opening using, for example, frit. In this manner, the phys-
ics package 110 can be formed of multiple monolithic
sections of optically transparent material.
[0024] As mentioned above, the plurality of optical
lightwave paths 202 can be formed in the physics pack-
age 110 in a geometric arrangement such that three or
fewer light source(s) can be used for the optical trap of
the atomic sensor 100. In an example, the exterior of the
physics package 110 is shaped to accommodate this ge-
ometric arrangement for the optical lightwave paths 202.
In this example, the physics package 110 can include a
plurality of faces on the exterior thereof positioned at an-
gles to one another. The angles can be set to the angle
of a surface of a transmissive portion 140 or reflective
surface 150 corresponding to the surface such that the
transmissive portion 140 or reflective surface 150 prop-
erly transmits or directs light along the appropriate light
path.
[0025] In an example, a chamber evacuation structure
(e.g., a tube) can be fixedly attached over a first exterior
opening of the vacuum sealed chamber 120 and a sam-
ple container can be fixedly attached over a second ex-
terior opening respectively. An alternative embodiment
uses a cavity evacuation structure, but not a sample con-
tainer. The chamber evacuation structure can be used
to perform the initial evacuation of the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 to ultra-high vacuum conditions. In an ex-
ample, a vacuum pressure on the order of approximately
10 to the -7 to 10 to the -8 torr is acceptable. The sample
container can hold an alkali metal source which can be
released from the sample contained into the vacuum
sealed chamber 120 after the vacuum sealed chamber
120 is sealed. The chamber evacuation structure and
sample container can be fixedly attached using any of
various techniques to create a vacuum tight seal, such
as frit sealing, using a swage-lock, or an O-ring. Suitable
materials for the chamber evacuation structure and the
sample container include, for example, nickel, iron, alu-
minum, and nickel-iron alloys such as invar. The chamber
evacuation structure and sample container can also
serve as electrodes for forming a plasma for discharge
cleaning of the physics package 110 and to enhance
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pump down and bake out. Some examples of the physics
package 110 can include a gettering material within the
vacuum sealed chamber 120 to limit the partial pressures
of some gasses (e.g., hydrogen).
[0026] In operation of an example using a single beam
of light, the beam of light from a light source is directed
into the physics package 110 transmitting through the
first transmissive portion 140-1 into the first light path
202-1. The light beam travels down the first light path
202-1 through the vacuum sealed chamber 120 to the
first reflective surface 150-1. The first reflective surface
202-1 reflects the light beam down the second light path
202-2 to the second reflective surface 150-2. The second
reflective surface 150-2 next reflects the light beam down
the third light path 202-3 through the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 to the third reflective surface 150-3. The
third reflective surface 150-3 next reflects the light beam
down the fourth light path 202-4 to the fourth reflective
surface 150-4. The fourth reflective surface next reflects
the light beam down the fifth light path 202-5 through the
vacuum sealed chamber 120. The light beam then trans-
mits through the fourth transmissive portion 140-4. A
quarter wave plate is inserted over the fourth transmis-
sive surface 140-4 in the fifth light path 202-5, followed
by a polarization optic and then by a mirror which are
also both inserted in the fifth light path 202-5. These can
be glued or otherwise attached to the outside of the phys-
ics package 110 to retro-reflect the beam on the fifth light
path 202-5. This mirror and other components reflect the
beam of light backwards on the fifth light path 202-5 to
the fourth reflective surface 150-4. The beam of light then
retraces its path to exit the physics package 110 by trans-
mitting through the first transmissive portion 140-1. The
effect of this is that the plurality of reflective surfaces 150
direct the beam of light from the light source(s) 170 down
the optical lightwave paths 202 so as to create three retro-
reflected beams that cross at 90 degree angles to one
another. It should be understood that although the above
description is with respect to an atomic sensor 100 using
a single light beam, more than one light beam can be
used with appropriate changes to the transmissive por-
tions 140 and reflective surfaces 150. For example, ex-
ternal beam splitters can be used to separate the indi-
vidual x, y, and z oriented beams prior to entering the
physics package 110. The optical beams and a magnetic
field produced by the magnetic field coils 180 are used
in combination to slow and cool the atoms 206 from the
background alkali vapor and to trap the atoms 206 (about
10 million atoms at a temperature as low as 10 micro-
Kelvins at the center of the intersection of the optical
beams) in a magnetooptical-trap. In examples using the
folded retro-reflected beam path, efficient use of the light
source(s) 170 can be achieved. The reflective surfaces
150 and, in some examples, diffractive optics are used
to steer the optical beams and control the polarization of
the optical beams, respectively, while minimizing scat-
tered light and size. A sensor signal is read through the
second transmissive portion 140-2 along the first meas-

urement light path 204-1 and through the third transmis-
sive portion 140-3 along the second measurement light
path 204-2. In alternative embodiments of the physics
package 110, more or fewer measurement light paths
204 can be used.
[0027] Figures 3A and 3B are a flow chart of an exam-
ple method 300 of forming a monolithic block of optically
transparent material into a physics package 110 or a sec-
tion of a physics package 110. At block 302, a monolithic
block of optically transparent material is provided.
[0028] At block 304, the monolithic block of optically
transparent material is machined to form at least a portion
of the vacuum sealed chamber 120. In examples, where
a single monolithic block of optically transparent material
defines the entire vacuum sealed chamber 120, the vac-
uum sealed chamber 120 can be formed by boring a cen-
tral bore through the monolithic block of optically trans-
parent material. In examples where the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 is formed by fixedly attaching together mul-
tiple monolithic sections of optically transparent material,
the monolithic block of optically transparent material can
be machined to form its portion of the surface defining
the vacuum sealed chamber 120. The other sections of
optically transparent material can also be machined to
form their portions of the surface defining the vacuum
sealed chamber 120.
[0029] At block 306, the monolithic block of optically
transparent material is machined to form at least a portion
of a light path that intersects with the vacuum sealed
chamber 120. In examples where a transmissive portion
140 comprising most or all of the thickness of the physics
package 110 from the exterior to the vacuum sealed
chamber 120 is to be formed in the monolithic block of
optically transparent material, the interior surface of the
monolithic block of optically transparent material at the
location of the transmissive portion 140 can be machined
to smooth, flatten, polish, grind and/or otherwise prepare
the surface. In other examples, machining can include
boring the monolithic block of optically transparent ma-
terial along a portion of one or more light paths and
smooth, flatten, polish, grind and/or otherwise preparing
(e.g., forming a desired curvature for focusing of light) an
end interior surface of the bore for a transmissive portion
140 or a reflective surface 150. In examples where a
reflective surface 150 is to be formed without boring, the
interior surface of the monolithic block of optically trans-
parent material can be smooth, flatten, polish, grind
and/or otherwise prepared (e.g., forming a desired cur-
vature for focusing of light) without prior boring. In some
examples one or more of the bores can extend to the
exterior of the physics package 110. The machining can
leave the monolithic block of optically transparent mate-
rial slightly oversized such that with polishing of material
(blocks 310 and 314); the resulting monolithic block of
optically transparent material is the desired size.
[0030] At block 308, if a transmissive portion 140 is to
be formed, the exterior surface that is reverse of the in-
terior surface on the monolithic block of optically trans-
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parent material and is along (e.g., aligned with) the light
path can also be machined to smooth, flatten, polish,
grind and/or otherwise prepare the surface.
[0031] At block 310, the interior surface that was ma-
chined at block 306 can be polished (e.g., etched) to fur-
ther smooth the surface and/or make the surface optically
transparent.
[0032] At block 312, if the interior surface is to be a
reflective surface 150, a reflective coating can be put
onto the interior surface.
[0033] At block 314, if an exterior surface was prepared
at block 308, the exterior surface can be polished to fur-
ther smooth the surface and/or make the surface optically
transparent.
[0034] In an example of either block 310 or 314, a por-
tion of the surface larger than either the surfaces neces-
sary for the transmissive portion 140 or reflective surface
150 can be polished. In an example, the entire surface
of the monolithic block of optically transparent material
can be polished such that blocks 310 and 314 are pol-
ished at the same time.
[0035] At block 316, multiple monolithic blocks of op-
tically transparent material can be fixedly attached to-
gether to form a physics package 110 if more than a
single monolithic block of optically transparent material
is used. The multiple monolithic blocks of optically trans-
parent material can be fixedly attached together by frit-
ting. The multiple monolithic blocks of optically transpar-
ent material can be attached together to form the vacuum
sealed chamber 120 and/or the light paths of the physics
package 110.
[0036] At block 318, a chamber evacuation structure
can be attached to a first exterior opening of the vacuum
sealed chamber 120.
[0037] At block 320, a sample container can be at-
tached to a second exterior opening of the vacuum sealed
chamber 120. In an example, the chamber evacuation
structure and the sample container can be attached at
the same time multiple monolithic bocks of optically trans-
parent material are fixedly attached together.

Example Embodiments

[0038]

Example 1 includes a block for a physics package
of an atomic sensor comprising: one or more sec-
tions of optically transparent material defining a vac-
uum sealed chamber, and including a plurality of
transmissive and reflective surfaces to define a plu-
rality of light paths intersecting the vacuum sealed
chamber; the one or more sections of optically trans-
parent material including a first monolithic section
defining at least a portion of the vacuum sealed
chamber, the first monolithic section including a first
portion disposed across a first light path of the plu-
rality of light paths such that light in the first light path
is incident on the first portion of the first monolithic

section.

Example 2 includes the block of Example 1, wherein
the plurality of light paths include a plurality of optical
lightwave paths and at least one measurement light
path.

Example 3 includes the block of any of Examples 1
or 2, wherein an inner and outer surface of the first
portion of the first section are optically transparent
to transmit light in and out of the first light path.

Example 4 includes the block of any of Examples
1-3, wherein the first portion of the first section in-
cludes a reflective coating on a surface thereof to
reflect light in the first light path.

Example 5 includes the block of any of Examples
1-4, wherein the first monolithic section defines a
bore along the first light path, the bore ending at the
first portion of the first monolithic section.

Example 6 includes the block of any of Examples
1-5, wherein the one or more sections of optically
transparent material include a second monolithic
section defining at least a portion of the vacuum
sealed chamber, the second monolithic section of
optically transparent material including a second
portion disposed across the first light path such that
light in the first light path is incident on the second
portion of the second monolithic section, wherein the
section monolithic section is fixedly attached to the
first monolithic section.

Example 7 includes the block of Example 6, wherein
the first monolithic section and the second monolithic
section define the entire vacuum sealed chamber.

Example 8 includes the block of any of Examples 6
or 7, wherein the first monolithic section and the sec-
ond monolithic section are fixedly attached with a frit
seal.

Example 9 includes the block of any of Examples
1-8, wherein the first monolithic section defines the
entire vacuum sealed chamber; and wherein the first
monolithic section defines a plurality of bores each
bore along a light path of the plurality of light path,
each bore extending from an exterior opening in the
first monolithic section and ending at one of an op-
tically transparent portion or a reflective surface of
the first monolithic section; the one or more sections
of optically transparent material including one or
more mirrors or windows that are fixedly attached
over the exterior openings in the first monolithic sec-
tion.

Example 10 includes the block of any of Examples
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1-9, comprising: a chamber evacuation structure fix-
edly attached over a first exterior opening of the vac-
uum sealed chamber; and a sample container fixedly
attached over a second exterior opening of the vac-
uum sealed chamber.

Example 11 includes the block of any of Examples
1-10, wherein the one or more sections of optically
transparent material include a plurality of faces on
an exterior thereof, the plurality of faces disposed at
predetermined angles to one another.

Example 12 includes the block of any of Examples
1-11, wherein the first monolithic section is com-
posed of one of a glass, glass-ceramic, an optical
glass, or sapphire.

Example 13 includes a method of forming a block
for a physics package, the method comprising: ma-
chining a monolithic mass of optically transparent
material to form at least a portion of a vacuum sealed
chamber; machining the monolithic mass of optically
transparent material to form at least a portion of a
light path intersecting with the vacuum sealed cham-
ber; polish the monolithic mass of optically transpar-
ent material, wherein polishing includes etching a
first surface at an end of the at least a portion of the
light path such that the first surface is optically trans-
parent; machining the monolithic mass of optically
transparent material to form a second surface re-
verse of the first surface and aligned with the portion
of the light path; polishing the second surface such
that the second surface is optically transparent; and
attaching a chamber evacuation structure to a first
exterior opening of the vacuum sealed chamber.

Example 14 includes the method of Example 13,
comprising: machining a second monolithic mass of
optically transparent material to form at least a por-
tion of the vacuum sealed chamber; machining the
second monolithic mass of optically transparent ma-
terial to form a portion of another light path extending
from the vacuum sealed chamber into the second
monolithic mass of optically transparent material;
polishing the second monolithic mass of optically
transparent material, wherein polishing includes
etching a third surface at an end of the portion of the
other light path such that the third surface is optically
transparent; machining the second monolithic mass
of optically transparent material to form a fourth sur-
face reverse of the third surface and aligned with the
portion of the other light path; polishing the fourth
surface such that the fourth surface is optically trans-
parent; and fixedly attaching the second monolithic
mass of optically transparent material to the mono-
lithic mass of optically transparent material using a
vacuum tight seal to form the block and the vacuum
sealed chamber therethough.

Example 15 includes the method of Example 14,
wherein fixedly attaching includes fritting the second
monolith mass of optically transparent material and
the monolithic mass of optically transparent material
together.

Example 16 includes the method of any of Examples
13-15, wherein machining the monolithic mass of op-
tically transparent material to form a portion of a light
path includes one or more of drilling a bore, polishing,
and grinding.

Example 17 includes the method of any of Examples
13-16, comprising: machining the monolithic mass
of optically transparent material or another monolith-
ic mass of optically transparent material to form a
surface aligned with the portion of the light path; and
coating the surface with a reflective coating such that
light in the light path is reflected off of the surface.

Example 18 includes the method of any of Examples
13-17, wherein machining the monolithic mass of op-
tically transparent material to form a portion of a light
path includes forming an exterior opening opposite
the first surface for the light path, the method com-
prising: fixedly attaching one of a window or a mirror
using a vacuum tight seal over the exterior opening.

Example 19 includes a block for a physics package
of an atomic sensor comprising: a monolithic opti-
cally transparent material structure defining: a vac-
uum sealed chamber having a first exterior opening
and a second exterior opening; a plurality of light
path bores, each of the plurality of light path bores
having an exterior opening and at least one of the
plurality of light path bores ends at an internal surface
of the monolithic optically transparent material struc-
ture; wherein the internal surface is optically trans-
parent such that light in the respective light path bore
can transmit through the monolithic optically trans-
parent material structure to or from an exterior por-
tion of the monolithic optically transparent material
structure; a plurality of mirrors or windows fixedly
attached over the exterior openings of the light path
bores; a chamber evacuation structure fixedly at-
tached using a vacuum tight seal over the first exte-
rior opening of the vacuum sealed chamber; and a
sample container fixedly attached using a vacuum
tight seal over a second exterior opening of the vac-
uum sealed chamber.

Example 20 includes the block of Example 19,
wherein at least one of the plurality of light path bores
ends at an internal surface having a reflective coating
thereon.

Example 21 includes the block of any of Examples
19 or 20, comprising at least one measurement light
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path configured to transmit through a transmissive
portion of the monolithic optically transparent mate-
rial structure.

Example 22 includes the block of any of Examples
19-21, wherein an external surface opposite the in-
ternal surface is optically transparent to transmit light
in and out of the respective light path bore.

Example 23 includes the block of any of Examples
19-22, wherein the monolithic optically transparent
material structure includes a plurality of faces on an
exterior thereof, the plurality of faces disposed at pre-
determined angles to one another.

Example 24 includes the block of any of Examples
19-23, wherein the monolithic optically transparent
material structure is composed of one of a glass,
glass-ceramic, an optical glass, or sapphire.

Claims

1. A block (110) for a physics package of an atomic
sensor (100) comprising:

two or more monolithic sections of optically
transparent material, fritted together, forming a
vacuum sealed chamber (120), and including a
plurality of transmissive and reflective surfaces
(140, 150) to define a plurality of light paths (202,
204) intersecting the vacuum sealed chamber
(120);
wherein one or more of the reflective surfaces
(150) are an integral part of a monolithic section,
or wherein said reflective surfaces are surfaces
coated with a reflective coating;
wherein one or more of the transmittive surfaces
(140) are integrated part of a monolithic section;
wherein one of the monolithic sections is a first
monolithic section defining at least a portion of
the vacuum sealed chamber (120), the first mon-
olithic section including a first portion (140-1)
disposed across a first light path (202-1) of the
plurality of light paths (202, 204) such that light
in the first light path (202-1) is incident on the
first portion (140-1) of the first monolithic section.

2. The block (110) of claim 1, wherein the plurality of
light paths (202, 204) include a plurality of optical
lightwave paths (202) and at least one measurement
light path (204).

3. The block (110) of any of claims 1 or 2, wherein an
inner and outer surface of the first portion (140-1) of
the first monolithic section are optically transparent
to transmit light in and out of the first light path.

4. The block (110) of any of claims 1-3, wherein the
first portion (140-1) of the first monolithic section in-
cludes a reflective coating on a surface thereof to
reflect light in the first light path.

5. The block (110) of any of claims 1-4, wherein the
first monolithic section defines a bore along the first
light path (202-1), the bore ending at the first portion
(140-1) of the first monolithic section.

6. The block (110) of any of claims 1-5, wherein the two
or more monolithic sections of optically transparent
material include a second monolithic section defining
at least a portion of the vacuum sealed chamber
(120), the second monolithic section of optically
transparent material including a second portion
(150-1) disposed across the first light path (202-1)
such that light in the first light path (202-1) is incident
on the second portion (150-1) of the second mono-
lithic section, wherein the second monolithic section
is fixedly attached to the first monolithic section.

7. The block (110) of claim 6, wherein the first mono-
lithic section and the second monolithic section de-
fine the entire vacuum sealed chamber (120).

8. The block (110) of any of claims 1-7, wherein the
first monolithic section defines a plurality of bores
each bore along a light path of the plurality of light
paths (202, 204), each bore extending from an ex-
terior opening in the first monolithic section and end-
ing at one of an optically transparent portion or a
reflective surface of the first monolithic section;
the two or more monolithic sections of optically trans-
parent material including one or more mirrors or win-
dows that are fixedly attached over the exterior open-
ings in the first monolithic section.

9. The block (110) of any of claims 1-8, wherein the
first monolithic section is composed of one of a glass,
glass-ceramic, an optical glass, or sapphire.

10. A method (300) of forming the block for a physics
package of claim 1, the method (300) comprising:

machining (304) a monolithic mass of optically
transparent material to form at least a portion of
a vacuum sealed chamber;
machining (306) the monolithic mass of optically
transparent material to form at least a portion of
a light path intersecting with the vacuum sealed
chamber;
polish (310) the monolithic mass of optically
transparent material, wherein polishing includes
etching a first surface at an end of the at least a
portion of the light path such that the first surface
is optically transparent;
machining (308) the monolithic mass of optically
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transparent material to form a second surface
reverse of the first surface and aligned with the
portion of the light path;
polishing (310) the second surface such that the
second surface is optically transparent; and
attaching (318) a chamber evacuation structure
to a first exterior opening of the vacuum sealed
chamber.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising placing
a reflective coating on at least one polished interior
surface.

Patentansprüche

1. Block (110) für eine Physikbaugruppe eines atoma-
ren Sensors (100), der Folgendes umfasst:

zwei oder mehr monolithische Bereiche eines
optisch durchsichtigen Materials, die zusam-
mengesintert sind, eine vakuumversiegelte
Kammer (120) bilden und mehrere transmittie-
rende und reflektierende Oberflächen (140,
150) enthalten, um mehrere Lichtpfade (202,
204), die die vakuumversiegelte Kammer (120)
schneiden, zu definieren; wobei
eine oder mehrere der reflektierenden Oberflä-
chen (150) ein wesentlicher Teil eines monoli-
thischen Bereichs sind oder die reflektierenden
Oberflächen Oberflächen sind, die mit einer re-
flektierenden Beschichtung beschichtet sind;
eine oder mehrere der transmittierenden Ober-
flächen (140) ein integrierter Teil eines monoli-
thischen Bereichs sind und
einer der monolithischen Bereiche ein erster
monolithischer Bereich ist, der mindestens ei-
nen Abschnitt der vakuumversiegelten Kammer
(120) definiert, und der erste monolithische Be-
reich einen ersten Abschnitt (140-1) enthält, der
durch einen ersten Lichtpfad (202-1) der meh-
reren Lichtpfade (202, 204) angeordnet ist, der-
art, dass Licht im ersten Lichtpfad (202-1) auf
den ersten Abschnitt (140-1) des ersten mono-
lithischen Bereichs einfällt.

2. Block (110) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die mehreren
Lichtpfade (202, 204) mehrere optische Lichtwellen-
pfade (202) und mindestens einen Messlichtpfad
(204) enthalten.

3. Block (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2,
wobei eine Innen- und eine Außenfläche des ersten
Abschnitts (140-1) des ersten monolithischen Be-
reichs wahlweise durchsichtig sind, um Licht in den
und aus dem ersten Lichtpfad zu übertragen.

4. Block (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 1-3, wobei

der erste Abschnitt (140-1) des ersten monolithi-
schen Bereichs eine reflektierende Beschichtung
auf seiner Oberfläche enthält, um Licht in den ersten
Lichtweg zu reflektieren.

5. Block (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 1-4, wobei
der erste monolithische Bereich eine Bohrung ent-
lang des ersten Lichtpfades (202-1) definiert, wobei
die Bohrung beim ersten Abschnitt (140-1) des ers-
ten monolithischen Bereichs endet.

6. Block (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 1-5, wobei
die zwei oder mehr monolithischen Bereiche des op-
tisch durchsichtigen Materials einen zweiten mono-
lithischen Bereich enthalten, der mindestens einen
Abschnitt der vakuumversiegelten Kammer (120)
definiert, wobei der zweite monolithische Bereich op-
tisch durchsichtigen Materials einen zweiten Ab-
schnitt (150-1) enthält, der durch den ersten Licht-
pfad (202-1) angeordnet ist, derart, dass Licht im
ersten Lichtpfad (202-1) auf den zweiten Abschnitt
(150-1) des zweiten monolithischen Bereichs ein-
fällt, wobei der zweite monolithische Bereich fest am
ersten monolithischen Bereich angebracht ist.

7. Block (110) nach Anspruch 6, wobei der erste mo-
nolithische Bereich und der zweite monolithische
Bereich die gesamte vakuumversiegelte Kammer
(120) definieren.

8. Block (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 1-7, wobei
der erste monolithische Bereich mehrere Bohrungen
definiert, wobei jede Bohrung entlang eines Licht-
pfades der mehreren Lichtpfade (202, 204) verläuft
und wobei jede Bohrung von einer Außenöffnung im
ersten monolithischen Bereich verläuft und bei ei-
nem optisch durchsichtigen Abschnitt oder einer re-
flektierenden Oberfläche des ersten monolithischen
Abschnitts endet; und
die zwei oder mehr monolithischen Bereiche optisch
durchsichtigen Materials einen oder mehrere Spie-
gel oder Fenster, die über den Außenöffnungen im
ersten monolithischen Bereich fest angebracht sind,
enthalten.

9. Block (110) nach einem der Ansprüche 1-8, wobei
der erste monolithische Bereich aus Glas, Glaske-
ramik, einem optischen Glas oder Saphir gebildet ist.

10. Verfahren (300) zum Bilden des Blocks für eine Phy-
sikbaugruppe nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfah-
ren (300) Folgendes umfasst:

Bearbeiten (304) einer monolithischen Masse
optisch durchsichtigen Materials, um mindes-
tens einen Abschnitt einer vakuumversiegelten
Kammer zu bilden;
Bearbeiten (306) der monolithischen Masse op-
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tisch durchsichtigen Materials, um mindestens
einen Abschnitt eines Lichtpfades, der die va-
kuumversiegelte Kammer schneidet, zu bilden;
Polieren (310) der monolithischen Masse op-
tisch durchsichtigen Materials, wobei das Polie-
ren ein Ätzen einer ersten Oberfläche bei einem
ersten Ende des mindestens einen Abschnitts
des Lichtpfades enthält, derart, dass die erste
Oberfläche optisch durchsichtig ist;
Bearbeiten (308) der monolithischen Masse op-
tisch durchsichtigen Materials, um eine zweite
Oberfläche auf der Rückseite der ersten Ober-
fläche und auf den Abschnitt des Lichtpfades
ausgerichtet zu bilden;
Polieren (310) der zweiten Oberfläche derart,
dass die zweite Oberfläche optisch durchsichtig
ist; und
Anbringen (318) einer Kammerentleerungs-
struktur an einer ersten Außenöffnung der va-
kuumversiegelten Kammer.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, das ferner ein Anord-
nen einer reflektierenden Beschichtung auf mindes-
tens einer polierten Innenfläche umfasst.

Revendications

1. Bloc (110) pour un boîtier physique d’un capteur ato-
mique (100) comprenant :

au moins deux sections monolithiques de ma-
tériau optiquement transparent, frittées ensem-
ble, formant une chambre scellée sous vide
(120), et comportant une pluralité de surfaces
transmissives et réfléchissantes (140, 150) pour
définir une pluralité de trajectoires de lumière
(202, 204) croisant la chambre scellée sous vide
(120) ;
dans lequel une ou plusieurs des surfaces ré-
fléchissantes (150) font partie intégrante d’une
section monolithique, ou dans lequel lesdites
surfaces réfléchissantes sont des surfaces re-
couvertes d’un revêtement réfléchissant ;
dans lequel une ou plusieurs des surfaces trans-
missives (140) font partie intégrante d’une sec-
tion monolithique ;
dans lequel une des sections monolithiques est
une première section monolithique définissant
au moins une partie de la chambre scellée sous
vide (120), la première section monolithique
comportant une première partie (140-1) dispo-
sée à travers une première trajectoire de lumière
(202-1) de la pluralité de trajectoires de lumière
(202, 204) de telle sorte que la lumière sur la
première trajectoire de lumière (202-1) est inci-
dente sur la première partie (140-1) de la pre-
mière section monolithique.

2. Bloc (110) de la revendication 1, dans lequel la plu-
ralité de trajectoires de lumière (202, 204) comporte
une pluralité de trajectoires d’ondes lumineuses op-
tiques (202) et au moins une trajectoire de lumière
de mesure (204).

3. Bloc (110) de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 et 2, dans lequel une surface interne et une surface
externe de la première partie (140-1) de la première
section monolithique sont optiquement transparen-
tes pour transmettre la lumière à l’intérieur et à l’ex-
térieur de la première trajectoire de lumière.

4. Bloc (110) de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans lequel la première partie (140-1) de la
première section monolithique comporte un revête-
ment réfléchissant sur une surface de celle-ci pour
réfléchir la lumière sur la première trajectoire de lu-
mière.

5. Bloc (110) de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 4, dans lequel la première section monolithique
définit un alésage le long de la première trajectoire
de lumière (202-1), l’alésage se terminant au niveau
de la première partie (140-1) de la première section
monolithique.

6. Bloc (110) de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel les au moins deux sections mo-
nolithiques de matériau optiquement transparent
comportent une deuxième section monolithique dé-
finissant au moins une partie de la chambre scellée
sous vide (120), la deuxième section monolithique
de matériau optiquement transparent comportant
une deuxième partie (150-1) disposée à travers la
première trajectoire de lumière (202-1) de telle sorte
que la lumière sur la première trajectoire de lumière
(202-1) est incidente sur la deuxième partie (150-1)
de la deuxième section monolithique, la deuxième
section monolithique étant attachée de façon fixe à
la première section monolithique.

7. Bloc (110) de la revendication 6, dans lequel la pre-
mière section monolithique et la deuxième section
monolithique définissent la totalité de la chambre
scellée sous vide (120).

8. Bloc (110) de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 7,
dans lequel la première section monolithique définit
une pluralité d’alésages, chaque alésage le long
d’une trajectoire de lumière de la pluralité de trajec-
toires de lumière (202, 204), chaque alésage s’éten-
dant depuis une ouverture extérieure dans la pre-
mière section monolithique et se terminant au niveau
d’une partie optiquement transparente ou d’une sur-
face réfléchissante de la première section
monolithique ;
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les au moins deux sections monolithiques de maté-
riau optiquement transparent comportant un ou plu-
sieurs miroirs ou une ou plusieurs fenêtres qui sont
attachés de façon fixe sur les ouvertures extérieures
dans la première section monolithique.

9. Bloc (110) de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 8, dans lequel la première section monolithique
est composée d’un verre, de vitrocéramique, d’un
verre optique, ou de saphir.

10. Procédé (300) de formation du bloc pour un boîtier
physique de la revendication 1, le procédé (300)
comprenant :

l’usinage (304) d’une masse monolithique de
matériau optiquement transparent pour former
au moins une partie d’une chambre scellée sous
vide ;
l’usinage (306) de la masse monolithique de ma-
tériau optiquement transparent pour former au
moins une partie d’une trajectoire de lumière
croisant la chambre scellée sous vide ;
le polissage (310) de la masse monolithique de
matériau optiquement transparent, le polissage
comportant la gravure d’une première surface à
une extrémité de l’au moins une partie de la tra-
jectoire de lumière de telle sorte que la première
surface soit optiquement transparente ;
l’usinage (308) de la masse monolithique de ma-
tériau optiquement transparent pour former une
deuxième surface à l’opposé de la première sur-
face et alignée avec la partie de la trajectoire de
lumière ;
le polissage (310) de la deuxième surface de
telle sorte que la deuxième surface soit optique-
ment transparente ; et
la fixation (318) d’une structure d’évacuation de
chambre à une première ouverture extérieure
de la chambre scellée sous vide.

11. Procédé de la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre l’application d’un revêtement réfléchissant sur
au moins une surface intérieure polie.
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